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DIGEST:

1. Where agency's positior was favorable t roteater until
August 24, 1976, protest tiled within 1G corking days of this
date i ti ely and protester did not have to file prior
"deftenive" protest.

2. Experience requirement for "list of simulators delivered
with organizations, addresses and names of individuals that
may be contacted" pertaioe to siaul.-.tors in general previously
protucd by bidder an. tUerefore gone torbidderoo capacity to
operform (responibildty) ratebr ta bn oblig-tioo h o perforb

+ ~~~(responsiveness). Exprience data pertaining to respoaxibility
rsay be subpitted by bidder subsequn t to bid openinc

3 in ere bidder'p cove- letti r a reoposed to supply s overentnt
with model 53K-2 c ies wtor, cover letter ust be considered

. Bds pdrt of bid itselfd Unsolicited pIfertion of chnufacturar's
model nutber in bid serates mabiguity no to whether bidder
agr-ed to supply itemsi conforcing to I}'B specifications render-
Lug bid nonreepooslve in absence of express statement by bidder
that model complies with specifications.

4. Bidder's unsoiicited ddsign And *pecificetion brochure may not
be disregarded where it '! apesrs bidder is offering model

X ~~~deacribed therein and where model does not comply with Goven :ment's
stated requirements bid must be rijected as nonresponsive. More-
over ASPR 5 2-404.4 precludes consideration of bids accompanied
by unsolicited literature qual fying bid and restricting disclosure
of literature.

By letter dated Septesber 30, 1976, Carco Zlectronics (Carco)
proteuted~ihe prspective award of a contract for the 'procurement of
2 three-axis flighti wotian aimulators and related manuals and drawings
to the Contraves-Coerz Corporation (C-G), the low bidder, under
invitation for bids (IFB) F29651-76-00089 issued by Holloman Air Force
Base. Previously, by letter dated June 17, 1976, C9O protested the
rejection of its bid as nonresponsive by the Air Force for failure to
submit experience data jequired by the IFB. However, on July 26,
1976,.tbe Ait Forc.suuutained C-G's protest. Thereattr, on September 3,
1976,.Carco protested id the Air Force C-c's restrictive legend on
what Carco deucribes at descriptive data submitted Ny C-C wit, its bid.
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Counsel for C-C questions the timeliness of Carco's protest,
arguing that the bastie of the protest ihould have been known to
Carco at the time of bid opening on Jrae 11, 1976. Thus, counsel contends
Circo's protest to the AirPor.'e on September 3, 1976, was in
excess of the 10 working days permitted by the Bid Protest Procedures,
4 C.F.R. 1 20.2 (1976).

In our view, however, Circa had no reason to file a protest prior
toSeptember 3, 1976. Before this, the Alr Force'. position 'cs
favorable to Carco. the Air Force having initially found C-G's iWA
to be nonresponsive. Though Carco was advised by the Air Force by
letter dated August 3, 1976, that C-C's protest was upheld, the
record shows that subsequent to this date the contracting officer
was actively Lrying to get C-G to rmove its restrictive legend.
Not until C-G's August 24, 1976, response to the contracting officer
was it clear that C-G would not acquiesce in the contrating officer's
request and remove its restrictive legend. C rco'aSeptember 3,
1976, protest to the Air Force was within Q10worklng dAys of this
date. We believe that to adopt counael'a positi .& would be to
place the burden upon bidders to file "defensive" protests, a practice
which we specifically disapproved of in Action kanufacturinx Co25a1,
B-186195, November 17, 1976, 76-2 CPD 424. Thus, we find Carco's
protest to be timely.

The Air Force reports that at bid opening on June 31, 1976, bids
were received from C-G, Carco, and the Benton Corporation. C-G and
Carco were the low and second low bidders, respectively.

Under the heading "BID SUBMITTALS," the subject IFB provided:

"Bids will be accepted only from bidders who have
built similar simulators. Information submitted
with bids shall include a list of simulators ,
delivered; with organizations, addresnes and the
names of individuals that may be contacted. In-
formation shall also be sufficient to allow bids
to be evaluated to determine compliance with
these specifications."

With its bid, C-G Submitted .he following cover letter quoted
in pertinent part:

"Contraves-Goerz is pleased to submit our bid in
response to the Air Force request for a Three-
Axis Flight Motion Simulator F29651-76-00089.
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"Aa you area*ware, Contrves-Coerx ha s*upplied
auixlar equipment not only to Holloman AFJ but
to~VAI~t guvernsent and coonarcial aerospace
facilities for a nusiber of years.

"Tb4 Nodel 33)-2 pioposed ie one of a Ifaly
of-standard simulators designed and built by
Contraveu-Cosrz* As such, Centravea-Loera
believes there i. no technical or scheduling
risk involved with selection of this mount.

* * * # *

"In additicin to the rejui-ed documentation,
we have also included a description and specificatioa
for the Model 53K-2 Three-Aisi Flight Simulator, P-4544."

Tha cover page of C-S's description end epecificat-on brochura
contained the following restrictive legend:

"The information contained herein is madi
pvaiosble * the pt-city-of, and for the pur-
poses of, CONTRAVEt0-GOERZ CORPORATION, Subsidiary
of COhlRAVES"AG, OEBLIKON-BUHRLE HOLDIYC. It
camioc be lawfully reproduced', in any form nor
divulged to any Thlrd Piarty, L.or used for any
purpose other than that for which it is being
*.ade available to you, without the specific
written consent of CONtRAVES-COERZ CORPORATION."

After reviewing' C-G's description and specification brochure,
the contracting officer, in a letter to C-G dated Augusit 12, 1976,
requesting clarification, noted seven instances in which C-G's
specificttions varied from thosc in-,the 1TB. In responsex to this,
Jr. a letter to the contracting officer dated August 24, 1976, C-G
stated that it was obligated to perform in "strict accordance" with
the specificat'on contained in the IFB and that its brochure was
submitted pursuant to the IFJ's experience requirement.

C-G did not aubmit further data on its experience in producing
sisulatora until June 15, 1976, four days subsequent to bid opening,
when it supplied a list of simulators previously delivered and names
of customers Based on C-G's failure to submit experience data with
its bid, the contracting officer rejected the bid as nonresponsive and
C-G protested.
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The Air Force sustained C-C's protest on the ground that a
finding of noaresponsivenesa for failure to submit experience
data must be based on a requirement for data relating to experience
with an identical item and not a similar ito, as in this case. It
is the Air Force's position that a requirement for exparirris data
which pertains to similar items is a matter of bidder responsibility
and therefore cannot be used for purposes of bid evaluation. Thus,
the Air Force contends thet data of this nature may be supplied by
a bidder subsequent to bid opening and a cautionary statement to
this effect must first appear in the soliritation before a bidder
may be! found nonresponsive because o 4lts failure to nubmit much data.
A bidder is contractually bound, the Air Force further contends, to
supply a product which conforms to the specificatians set forth in
the IFB. The basis for this statement in that the item description
in the IFB bid schedule calls for a simulator "in strict accordance
with specifications listed in section F (specification section)."

It is Carco's position that the iFU provta'aon entitlbd "DID
SUMHIfALE" quoted above, in effect pertains to descriptive data
of the type neceseary to evaluate' the suitability of the item
offered and therefore under pastidectsionu of our Offi~c goes
to the matter of bid r.3uponsiveness. See Lissmant Corntration,
5-184734, October 9, 1975, 75-2 CPD 227. Thu*,.Cer co argues:
(1) C-C's failure to furnish adequate technical data upon which
its bid could be evaluated to determine compliance withthe
JIG'!s specifications renders it norresponsive and to waive the
requlreaent for the evaluation of such data would he prejudicial
to .ither'bidders; (2) C-GCs failure to furnish experience data
with it. bid likewiae randers its bid noaresponsive and the waiver
of suc' requirement is prejudicial to Carco and; (3) if despite C-C's
asbertioi. (that the brochure wiie aubmitted solely for the purpose of
detarmining Udder responsibility) the Air Force considered the brochure
for the purpose of bid evaluation, the restrictive legend on the face
of the brochure renders C-G's bid nonrespons ve pursuant to Armed
Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) i 2-404.4 (1976 ad.) which
provides

"When a bid is accompanied by descriptive literature
(as defined in 2-202.5(a)), and the bidder imposes a
restriction that suab literature may not be publicly
discloed, such restriction renders the bid non-
responsive if it prohibits the disclosure of sufficient
inforuationWto permit competing bdders to know the
essential nature and type of the products ofi'red or
those elements of the bid which relate to quantity,
price and delivery terms. The provisions of this
paragraph do not apply to unsolicited descriptive
literature submitted by a bidder if such literature
does not qualify the bid (see 2-202.5(f))."
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In respanse to Carco'u wattentions, counsel for CG4 asserts that
the bid submittal clause relates to the matter of bidder responsibility
in its entirety.

From our exalination of the "BID SIWNfTTALS" clause, we believe
that i: i. clear that the requirement for "* * * a list of simulators
delivered, with organizations, addresses and the names of individuals
that may ta contacted" does not pertain exclusively to the item being
procured but kinludes simulators, in'general, previously produced by
the bidder. Such an experience requirement therefore pertains to a
bidder's capacity to perform (responsibility) rather than its obligation
to perform (resporsiveness). See 52 Coup. Gen. 667 (1973). In this
regard, we have held' tat a bidder may properly submit data pertaining
co its responsibility subsequent to bid opening. James McE adden, Inc.,
3-186180, June 17, 1976, 76-1 CPD 393. Thus, we cannot object to C-G's
submiusion of its exprrience data subsequent to bid 'pening.

However, we do not belIeie that it is necesmCqy co decide whether
the requirenent for "(i]nr;rcatioc. ^ * * sufficient to allow bid. to be
evaluated to determine compliance with these specifications" goes to
the matter of responsiveness or responsibility in order to resolve
this protest.

We have held that a ,cover-letter toiatbid must be considered as
part of the bid itself. *,e rpl ud Ensineering Co., Inc., h-l04119,
September 26, 1975, 15-2 C.D 197. Thus, C-G's cc-:er letter in which
the model 531-2 is "proposed" must beBread'as an offer to supply the
Governucat with C-mG's model 531'-2 *ir/dlatots. In this regard, our
decisions have held that the unsolicited insertion of a manufacturer's
model number in a bid creates an ambiguity as to whether the bidder has
agreed to,supply items conforming to the IFB specifications and renders
'the i heabsen'e of an express statement by the
bidder that the specified model number complies with the IFM specifications.
See 50 Coup. Gen. 8 (1970); Hugy taper and Material, Stacor Corporation.
U-185762, June 16, 1976, 76-1 CD 382. Since no such express statement
atpears in C-G's bid, it is nonresponsive.

-Further, an noted above, C-C's design and specification brochure
furniihed "in addition to the required documentation" has been found
to contain exceptions to the IFB specifications. We have held that a
bidder's unsolicited descriptive literature may not be disregarded where
it appears the bi'der is offering the model described therein and
when the model "ves not comply with the Government's stated requirements.
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Dominion Roud Machinery Corporation, B-186737, February 4, 1977, 56 Cop.
Gen. _ Thus even assuming arpuendo that the requirement in question
goes to the matter of bidder responuibility, as counsel for C-C contends,
and that C-G's brochure may therefore be viewed as unsolicited descriptive
literature, 'e believe that C-G's design and specification brochure render.
its bid nonresponsive. For that reason and because in addition
ASPR f 2-404.4, eupra, precludes the consideration of bids accompanied
by unsolicited literature qualifying the bid anC restricting the disclosure
of the literature, the C0- bid should be rejected.

'Acting Comptroll4. General
of the United States
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